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Welcome to the user documentation of the Data Repository service provided by SURF. The information in this tutorial
will help you get started with using the Data Repository, learn best practices and techniques for publishing your data
and stay up-to-date with the service developments.
We welcome your comments at helpdesk@surfsara.nl to help us improve the documentation.
Need help?
Do you need help with the use of the Data Repository or this user documentation? We are more than willing to
assist! Just contact us at helpdesk@surfsara.nl.

General

1
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General

CHAPTER

1

About SURF Data Repository

The Data Repository Service is a trusted digital repository that ensures long-term data preservation and provides an
online data publication platform service to share and publish research data. The aim of the service is to provide
support for researcher to publish research data and to preserve published datasets for the long-term, thereby satisfying
the requirements of publishers, financiers and (Dutch) science organisations regarding data publication. Furthermore,
the user has complete freedom to decide on the structure, the metadata schemas, the designated community, and access
levels of the published data.
The repository provides access to mostly open access data which can be found and downloaded by anyone interested.
You can find the data repository at https://repository.surfsara.nl. For publishing datasets an account is required, please
see this page for information on how to obtain an account.
There is a direct connection between the data repository service and other SURF services such as the Data Archive.
All data in the data repository will eventually end up in the data archive for long-term storage and preservation. The
repository is tape-aware, this means that data can automatically be put offline when it is not required for a certain
amount of time.

1.1 Does my dataset qualify for this service?
SURF Data Repository is designed for the publication of large datasets: research data that is several TBs to PBs in
size. For smaller datasets, please consult DANS and/or 4TU. In a European context, you can also make use of the data
services of EUDAT or Zenodo (CERN).
If your group or institute wishes to publish several datasets of different sizes, please inquire about the possibilities. If
you want to know whether your dataset is eligible for this service, please visit the website of Research Data Netherlands
(RDNL) and use the decision tool. RDNL is a collaboration between DANS, 4TU and SURF.
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Chapter 1. About SURF Data Repository

CHAPTER

2

Accessing the service

For basic functionality such as searching, discovery, and downloading of most datasets and collections registration is
not required. For other functionality such as managing collections and depositing data an account is required. This
page provides information on how to obtain an account and how to access the service.

2.1 How to obtain an account
To get access to the service please contact SURF via the service desk. For large publications an agreement with your
institute, research group or on an individual basis is required.
As soon as an agreement is in place, SURF will provision your account. If you already have an account for another
service, it might be possible to use the same account. Once your account has been provisioned you can access the
service, search for datasets, and make your first deposit.

2.2 Logging in
You can log in to the service by visiting the website and clicking on the user avatar in the top-right corner. Fill in the
credentials you have obtained from SURF in the login page of the service.
Once successfully authenticated, you can:
• Upload your own files and create deposits
• Manage existing deposits and other digital objects
• Select files for your basket and favourites
• Administer digital objects of other users that belong to your community (community administrator only)
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2.3 Forgot password
If you have forgotten your user name or password, use the Forgot password button on the login page or request
a password reset via the service desk.
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CHAPTER

3

Best Practices

To ensure that the deposits in the data repository are easily discoverable and usable by as many users as possible, all
deposits and collections need to be well structured and contain proper metadata. This page provides some guide lines
to help create high-quality deposits and collections. To prepare data for a deposit you need to consider the following
points:
Contents
• Best Practices
– Preparing data
* File formats
* File sizes and count
* Data documentation
· Object metadata
* Data organisation
* Data anonymization

3.1 Preparing data
To prepare data for a deposit you need to consider the following points:

3.1.1 File formats
By default, the repository does not accept all file formats. This is to ensure future compatibility, understanding and
support of published data by the repository itself, but also by other users. The repository distinguishes two kinds of
formats: preferred and accepted formats.
7
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• Preferred formats are file formats of which SURF is confident that they will offer the best long-term guarantees
in terms of usability, accessibility and sustainability. Depositing research data in preferred formats will always
be accepted by SURF. Here is a list with SURF preferred formats .
• Acceptable formats are file formats that are widely used in addition to the preferred formats, and which will
be moderately to reasonably usable, accessible and robust in the long term. SURF favours the use of preferred
formats, but acceptable formats will in most cases also be allowed. Here is a list with SURF acceptable formats
.
If you think your file format should be accepted by the repository, but is currently not on one of the lists, please contact
us. A reason could be that a community uses a file format that is widely used within that community but not outside
of it.

3.1.2 File sizes and count
• Maximum file size: 4 GB using the online deposit form
The maximum deposit data volume is 10 GB and the maximum number of files that can be uploaded via the online
deposit form is 10 files. If you want to deposit larger volumes of data or a larger number of files in a single deposit,
please contact us.

3.1.3 Data documentation
Data documentation ensures that research data is understood and therefore used by current and future users (including
the researcher). It is vital to store data in a structured and consistent way with appropriate data documentation. The
documentation can be a description explaining what the data is, what you can do with it and how it can be used. In
some cases additional technical documentation about the exact file format could be of use. Documentation can be
provided in any of the accepted or preferred file formats.
Object metadata
Metadata provides structured information about the data. There are different types of metadata:
• Descriptive metadata describes and identifies information resource. It is the minimal metadata required to find
a digital object and may include elements such as title, abstract, author, and keywords
• Structural metadata provides information about the internal structure of resources including page, section,
chapter numbering, indexes, and relations to other digital objects.
• Technical metadata provides information on the technical aspects of the dataset such as data formats, hardware/software used, calibration, version, authentication, and encryption.
• Administrative metadata provides information on user rights and management of digital objects and includes
elements such as license, rights management, and access control.
The repository only requires descriptive metadata during the deposit workflow. However, it is highly recommended
to add links to additional documentation or files containing metadata of any kind. Any other kinds of metadata are
automatically added, though not always visible for the end-user.

3.1.4 Data organisation
If you want your research data to be easily found and interpreted, the collection and deposit structure and the file
names used for the data files should be logical and straightforward. You can create collections and collections of other
collections to structure your data. There is no limit on the number of deposits in a single collection. Next to a clear
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structure, it’s important to use the correct file extensions to avoid files being rejected or misinterpreted by other users.
It’s also a good practice to note the file naming and its meaning in a separate readme file.

3.1.5 Data anonymization
Before you upload the files you should check whether they contain privacy-sensitive information within the meaning
of the regulations and guidelines in the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). If you provide (public) access to
the data the data must be completely anonymized.

3.1. Preparing data
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Chapter 3. Best Practices

CHAPTER

4

Navigating the Data Repository

The main goal of the SURF data repository is to make large datasets findable and accessible. This page provides
information on the basic usage of the data repository, such as discovering, searching, and downloading data. For the
majority of the functionality described on this page registration is not required.
Contents
• Homepage
• Search and discover datasets
• Deposit landing page
– Export Metadata
– Download the deposit
– Deposit citations
• Collection landing page
– Collection citations

4.1 Homepage
Note:
Deposit is an object containing one or more files and corresponding metadata
Collection is a bunch of deposits and/or collections and has metadata of its own
Community is a group of common users that are part of a research domain or initiative
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See the Objects reference for more information on object types.
On the homepage you can quickly find the latest deposits and collections, start depositing your own data, or search for
existing digital objects for download.
The search bar can be used to quickly find deposits and collections. It supports faceted search by prepending a field
before your search term, for example title:data.
Clicking on the avatar in the top right corner presents you with a dropdown menu where you can locate your account
details. The My account button sends you to your account page. Here you can create and manage your deposits,
collections, groups and, if allowed, communities and schemas. Please refer to the Advanced usage section of the
documentation for more information.
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4.1. Homepage
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4.2 Search and discover datasets
Use the search functionality on the homepage to find datasets. Both registered and unregistered users can search for
data. In the search bar you enter keywords to search for collections and deposits in the repository. These keywords
can be any part of a title, keyword, abstract or any other metadata field. To search only in a specific field, add the field
name before the search term followed by a colon, e.g. title:biology or publisher:SURF.
Note: If you have the PID (Persistent Identifier) of the data you can directly search in the Handle Server and get the
URL to the location of the data.

To use the advanced search function, click on the search button on the homepage and expand the Advanced menu. The
advanced search criteria can be used to search for specific objects like deposits, collections, schemas, communities,
or a combination of objects. To search for datasets that belong to a specific community, you can select a relevant
community using the Search within community menu.
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Note: If you have the PID (Persistent Identifier) of the data you can directly search in the Handle Server and get the
URL to the location of the data.

4.3 Deposit landing page
The landing page of a deposit is created after completion of the online deposit workflow. In the deposit landing page
you can see the deposit’s basic details, additional metadata and information about the status of the files in the deposit.

4.3. Deposit landing page
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4.3.1 Export Metadata
To export metadata of an object go to the object’s landing page and click the Export as button in the top-right
corner of the page. There are different formats in which the metadata can be exported. The exact fields that are
available in the export depend on the metadata schema of the deposit.
16
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4.3.2 Download the deposit
To download a single file of the deposit use the Download button in the files overview. A file can be online or offline.
If a file is online it can be downloaded immediately. If a file is offline it needs to be staged before it is available for
download. To stage a file, login to the data repository and click the Request button.
To download the entire deposit click the Download as button in the top right corner of the page. The deposit can
be downloaded as ZIP archive or as a BagIt archive file. If not all files are online you will receive an error message.
To resolve this please stage all files before retrying the operation.

4.3. Deposit landing page
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4.3.3 Deposit citations
If you want to add a citation of the data set you can copy the provided text shown in the box at the bottom right in the
right sidebar of the landing page. Click on the clipboard icon to copy the text to your clipboard.
Select a different citation style in the dropdown selection box to change it to the style you need.

4.4 Collection landing page
A landing page of a collection is similar to that of a deposit. In the collection landing page the basic details of the
collection are listed, as well as all collections and deposits that are part of the collection. To export the metadata of
a collection, click the Export as button in the top-right corner of the page. To download all data of a collection,
please checkout the download instructions here.
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4.4. Collection landing page
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4.4.1 Collection citations
If you want to add a citation of the collection you can copy the provided text shown in the box at the bottom right in
the right sidebar of the landing page. Click on the clipboard icon to copy the text to your clipboard.
Select a different citation style in the dropdown selection box to change it to the style you need.
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CHAPTER

5

Deposit data

The process of getting data into the data repository and publishing it is called depositing. This can be done using the
online deposit workflow that is part of the Data Repository service. Only registered users can deposit data and create
publications. Once the deposit is complete, you will have a publication for your dataset.
Warning: Use the training instance to create test uploads, the production instance is for publications only.

Contents
• Deposit data
– Prepare files
– Deposit via the browser
– Deposit via the REST API

5.1 Prepare files
To prepare the data files for a deposit there are some best practices for the file format, file size, metadata, data documentation and structuring. For more information, visit the best practices page.

5.2 Deposit via the browser
To deposit a new data set login to the service and use the Deposit now or Upload button to start the process. This
process consists of the following steps:
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0. On the ‘Create new deposit’ page, select a community to deposit under and click ‘Next’. The community
influences your abilities and might trigger specific workflows. Also, additional metadata fields might have to be
annotated.

1. On the ‘Create new deposit’ page, use the Add files button to select the files to deposit and click Start
upload to upload the file(s).
Note: Make sure that all files are uploaded in an acceptable file format. Valid file formats can be found on the
file formats documentation page. If the data format you are trying to upload is not supported, please contact the
helpdesk.
Provide the basic metadata for your deposit such as the title, creator(s), keywords (for searching purposes) and
description. The fields marked with a * are mandatory metadata fields.
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To set the appropriate license for the publication use the Select button to choose one of the available licenses.
If you are not sure which license to choose, answer the questions on the top of the built-in wizard form to find
the appropriate license.

5.2. Deposit via the browser
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Once all meta-data is complete, click Next >> to go to the second step of the online deposit workflow.
2. To make the deposit discoverable you must select a community, and optionally a collection and/or a metadata
schema (if possible). If you are a member of a community and you want to deposit data in that community,
select the community name. The available collections will be pre-populated based on which community you
choose and which collections you have created yourself.
If a community or collection is associated with a metadata schema, you will be presented with a community or
collection metadata form. The fields marked with a * are mandatory metadata fields.
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Once all metadata is complete, click Next >> to go to the third and final step of the online deposit workflow.
3. In the final step you can fill in optional information such as the embargo data of your data (if configured). You
can also specify links that are related to this publication. If you have any additional metadata that does not fit
the basic or community metadata fields, you can add them here. For every field there needs to be a unique field
name and a value. Finally, carefully read the Terms of use and Data Producer Agreement before checking the
checkbox.

5.2. Deposit via the browser
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When you have checked all metadata in the right sidebar, click on the Complete button to finalize your deposit.

5.3 Deposit via the REST API
If you have many deposits to create, or have an automated workflow set up or application that generates data that needs
to be published, you can make use of the REST API provided by the service. Please refer to the REST API page for
more information.
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CHAPTER

6

Metadata

In the Data Repository service, any deposit is identified and described by metadata. In order to increase the findability,
visibility and understanding of your deposit and any related object, metadata is added to describe the deposit using a
pre-defined set of fields.
Contents
• Default metadata
• Community metadata
• Collection metadata

6.1 Default metadata
Every deposit or collection must be described by a default set of metadata fields in order to uniquely identify it. Some
of these fields are optional, but it is recommended to provide as much information as possible. The set of metadata
fields is based on the Dublin Core metadata definition v1.1. The following fields are mandatory:
Field name
Title
Creator
Description
Keywords
Publication date
License

Type
String
String
Text
String
Date
String

Description
Title of publication
Name(s) of principle creator. Use full names as much as possible
Description (or abstract) of the article or dataset
Keyword(s) or subject(s) of deposit
Original date of publication
Open access license to display when viewing or downloading the dataset

The following fields are optional:
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Field name
Type
File format
Publisher
Contributor
Language
Discipline
Contact email

Type
String
String
String
String
String
String
String

Description
Type of data
Primary file format or mime-type of the files in the dataset
Publisher of the article or dataset
Additional contributors to the publication
Primary language used in the dataset
Select the discipline that matches closest to the data contained in the publication
Contact email address for users

6.2 Community metadata
Some communities may provide an additional set of metadata fields. Some of these fields might be mandatory and
need to be filled in before the object can be published in the community.

6.3 Collection metadata
In addition to a community, an object can also be published under a collection. Some collections may provide additional optional or required metadata fields that need to be provided before a publication can be completed.
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CHAPTER

7

Downloads

There are two methods to download datasets from the repository: directly from an object’s landing page, or using
a script. The download script requires some initial configuration, but is the recommended approach for efficiently
downloading multiple deposits or entire collections.
Contents
• Download files directly
• Download using a script
– Install and configure the script
– Get an API token
– Select objects for downloading
– Run the download script

7.1 Download files directly
To download files directly using the browser you need to navigate to the landing page of the deposit that contains
the desired files. Unregistered users can only download files of objects that are publicly accessible and staged. Files
of objects that are privately shared can only be downloaded by users that have explicit access to these objects. If an
object’s access level is set to registered, only registered and logged in users can access the files.
You can download the entire deposit using the Download as button in the top left corner of the deposit page. To
download a single file click the Download button next to the file. A file can be online or offline. If a file is online it
can be downloaded immediately. If a file is offline it needs to be staged before it is available for download. To stage a
file, login to the data repository and click the Request button.
To download multiple files from the same deposit, select multiple files and use the Download as zip button to
download the selection. If you want to bulk download multiple offline files, stage the files first or download the files
using a script. See the next section for more information.
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7.2 Download using a script
The recommended method to download multiple deposits or entire collections is the download script. The download
script is a tool that automatically downloads all objects and files in your basket or favourites. To download objects
using the download script is a four step process:
1. install and configure the script;
2. get an API token;
3. select objects for downloading;
4. run the download script.
Each of these steps is described in more detail below.

7.2.1 Install and configure the script
The download script requires a Python 3 runtime. For instructions on installing Python, please refer to the Python
website. The script is executed from a terminal or command prompt. If you are not familiar with the terminal or
command prompt, please refer to this introductory tutorial for the terminal (MacOS and Linux), or this introduction to
the Windows command prompt.
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To acquire the script, login to the repository and go to the basket menu (click on your username in the top right corner
and select Basket in the menu on the left). Click the Download script button in the upper right corner to acquire
the download script. To install the script unpack the ZIP file and install the requirements:
cd /home/user/script-directory
pip install -r requirements.txt

7.2.2 Get an API token
The script requires API access to download files. The script uses an access token that can be acquired through the API
tokens tab on the account page. To create an API token go to the API tokens tab and create a new token by filling in a
token name in the top right corner and clicking Add API token. Copy the token and store it in a safe place. If the
token is lost the old token can be removed and a new token can be generated via the API tokens tab.

7.2. Download using a script
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7.2.3 Select objects for downloading
The download script downloads all deposits, files and collections that are in the basket or that are marked as favourite.
You can add complete deposits or collections to your basket or favourites using the Add to basket or Favourite
buttons in the top-right corner of the lading page. To select individual files; go to the files table, select the required
files, and click the add to basket icon positioned directly above the table.
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7.2.4 Run the download script
Once all the objects ade added to the basket or favourites, they can be downloaded using the script and API token from
step one. To download all items in your basket simply run:
cd /home/user/script-directory
./repository-download.py <token>

Where <token> is the API token you acquired in step one. By default the download script will connect to https:
//repository.surfsara.nl. To connect to a different instance, for example the test instance, add a target parameter:
./repository-download.py --target https://tdr-test.surfsara.nl/ <token>

To download the all items from your favourites run:
./repository-download.py --favourites <token>

And for a full list of options and general usage instructions, please run:
./repository-download.py -h

7.2. Download using a script
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CHAPTER

8

Advanced usage

This page provides information on advanced usage of the SURF Data Repository, such as collection and group creation
plus memberships.
Contents
• Advanced usage
– Creating collections
– Creating groups
– API tokens
– Share links

8.1 Creating collections
For a complete description of collection objects, see Collections.
To create a new collection, go to the profile tab of the account overview page and click on Create new collection to go
to the collection creation form. Provide the necessary details and optionally set a parent collection. Then hit Create
to create your collection. The new collection will now be available during the online deposit workflow.
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To see a list of your current collections, go to your account page and then choose the Collections tab on the left.

8.2 Creating groups
For a complete description of group objects, see Groups.
To create a new group or to see the list of current groups you are a member of, go to your account page and then
choose the Groups tab on the left.
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Click on the ‘Create new group’ button to start creating a new group.
A new page will be open where you need to provide name and description for the group.

8.2. Creating groups
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You can add other members to the group, and assign administrators to the group on the tab ‘Permissions’. After you
enter the information, click on the Create button to create the group.
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8.3 API tokens
The REST API can be used for interaction with Data Repository via external services or applications, for example
for integration with other websites (research community portals) or for uploading or downloading large data sets that
are not easily handled via a web browser. When requesting user-specific information through the REST API, an API
access token is required. A token can be generated in your account page via the web interface. API tokens are for
personal use only and should not be share publicly or with other persons.
Go to the API tokens tab on the left side of your account page to see an overview of all tokens you have generated.
To create a new API token, enter a name and click on Add API token to generate a new token.

8.3. API tokens
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8.4 Share links
Data sets that are not public or currently under embargo can be made accessible using share links that contain unique
tokens. Share links are specific for a given object and can be generated on the landing page of an object using the
share functionality (top-right corner). This can only be done by the owner or an administrator of the object or the
community the object resides under.

A form will be shown that allows for some settings, including the expiration date of the link and whether it includes
access to children objects and their files.
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Click on ‘Until embargo’ to set the expiration date to the embargo date of the object (if applicable). Click on ‘Generate’
to create the share token and link. It will be put on your system’s clipboard and can be pasted in another application
this way.
To see an overview of your share tokens, go to the account page and select the Share links tab.

8.4. Share links
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CHAPTER

9

Advanced usage for administrators

This page provides information on advanced usage of the SURF Data Repository, such as metadata schema definition,
and community creation and memberships. For these objects, you need advanced permissions in the service.
Contents
• Advanced usage for administrators
– Creating metadata schemas
– Creating communities

9.1 Creating metadata schemas
For a complete description of metadata schema objects, see Metadata schemas.
The first question to ask before making a metadata schema is: Is it necessary to create a new metadata schema? or are
there already existing metadata schemas which can be adapted for use? We advice to reuse existing schemas. You can
find here the best practices for defining your metadata schema.
To define a metadata schema for your data, go to the account overview page and click on the Metadata schemas tab
on the left. Hit the Create new metadata schema button to go to the metadata schema creation form.
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You need to provide a title, creator, and description for the metadata schema:
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Then add metadata fields to the schema on the tab ‘Fields’. A metadata field contains information about the field such
as description, default value, type and if the field is optional or not.

9.1. Creating metadata schemas
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To save the field click on the Save icon under Actions. You can move a field up or down in position by using the arrow
buttons after each field.
On the ‘Permissions’ tab you can add administrators who can also manage the schema.
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Once satisfied hit the Create button to finalise the creation of the metadata schema. Please note that all schemas are
public and can be used by any user.

9.2 Creating communities
For a complete description of community objects, see Communities.
To create a new community or to see the list of current communities you own or are a member of, go to your account
page and then choose the Communities tab on the left. Hit the Create new community to go to the community
creation form.

9.2. Creating communities
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You can also create the community from the profile tab of your account overview page click on Create new community to go to the community creation form. A new page will be open where you need to provide more information
about the new community you make such as the title, creator, and description:
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More information such as description, default collection and default metadata schema can be defined for the community on the ‘Relationships’ tab:

9.2. Creating communities
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On the ‘Policies’ tab you can choose the policies you want to apply to the community.
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If you have a closed-member community, you should assign at least one member to the community on the ‘Permissions’ tab. Here you can also choose who can be the administrators of the community. If you are a community
administrator, you have special privileges regarding the reviewing of objects, and editing their metadata:

9.2. Creating communities
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After you enter the information, click Create to make the community.
Your community is now created and will be available during the workflow of new deposits. It is also visible in the
community tab of your account overview page
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CHAPTER

10

Large-scale depositing

This page explains how to get your large-scale dataset into the data repository. It requires access to the storage
infrastructure of SURF and assistance of an advisor.
Depositing is the act of uploading data to the Data Repository. Only registered users are permitted to deposit data and
create publications.
When your dataset is very large in size and/or number of files, it is much more efficient to upload your data to
the storage infrastructure of SURF and publish data from there. Generally, any dataset larger than 100 GB can be
considered large-scale and this workflow applies.
You don’t have access by default to the storage infrastructure, so please contact an advisor in order to assist you on
this.

10.1 Uploading data via the REST API
The Data Repository service provides a REST API that enables users to upload data and create deposits and other
objects via tools or the command line. See the REST API page of this help documentation.
Contents
• Large-scale depositing
– Uploading data via the REST API
* Creating deposits
– Prepare data
– Ingestion
– Annotation
– Publication
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10.1.1 Creating deposits
Contrary to the online deposit workflow some steps in the creation of deposits change in the large-scale deposit
workflow.

10.2 Prepare data
To prepare data for a large-scale deposit, there are some best practices for e.g. the file format, file size, metadata, data
documentation and structuring. For more information, visit the Best Practices page.

10.3 Ingestion
Once you have access to the storage infrastructure, you can start uploading data using your favourite file transfer tool.
You can create folders and rename files so the structure of the publication is immediately clear.

10.4 Annotation
You can send your metadata to the advisor that is helping you publishing your dataset. The metadata will be attached
to the files as soon as the publication is finalized.

10.5 Publication
Once the structure and annotation of all deposits are complete, the advisor will initiate a procedure that publishing all
objects. This is done using internally developed tooling. Your data will be moved to a secure location and is no longer
accessible from anywhere other than the Data Repository service.
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CHAPTER

11

Account

The user account page provides an overview of all the objects you own, administer or are a member of. For each type
of object or task, a tab is available. In these tabs, tabular listings of these objects are shown.

11.1 Profile
When you navigate to the account page, you will end up on the profile tab with on the left side a menu to show the
other tabs.
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The profile tab shows an overview of the number of objects you have per type, and some statistics about the views and
downloads of these objects. The quick action buttons allow rapid creation of new objects.

11.2 Administrator
The administrator tab shows a listing of all the objects you have administrative rights to, but not objects you actually
own. The listing includes the type of the object, the access level and current publication status. Click on the edit icon
under actions to edit the object.

11.3 Review
The review tab shows a listing of all the objects that need review before they are actually published. The listing is
similar to the listing of the administrator tab.
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By clicking on the edit icon next to an item listed in the table, you will go to the object’s edit form and you will be
able to modify metadata and/or approve the publication.

11.4 Various objects
The various tabs for each type of object show a listing of all objects of that type that you own. Click on the title of an
object to go to the landing page of that deposit. Click on the edit icon next to an object listed to edit the metadata. If
you have not finalised the publication of an object, a remove icon will be visible that allows you to mark it as deleted.

11.4. Various objects
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11.5 Basket
The basket tab shows all items currently in your basket. You can use the ‘Download JSON’ button to obtain the listing
in JSON format and the ‘Download script’ button to download a script that allows you to download the contents of
your basket to your system. The ‘Remove all’ button will remove all items currently in your basket.
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11.6 Favourites
The favourites tab shows all items currently marked as favourite. You can use the ‘Download JSON’ button to obtain
the listing in JSON format and the ‘Download script’ button to download a script that allows you to download all items
in your favourites to your system. The ‘Remove all’ button will remove all items currently in your favourites listing.

11.6. Favourites
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11.7 API tokens
The API tokens tab shows all generated tokens that can be used to communicate with the REST API of the Data
Repository service. Fill in a name and click ‘Add API token’ to generate a new token. It will be shown in the listing
automatically.

By default, a token is valid for one year.

11.8 Share links
The share links tab shows all generated share links that have been generated for a specific object. Share links can be
used to give access to closed source publications by sharing the link with a specific group of persons or entities. Share
links are generated on the landing page of a closed-source publication.
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Share links are valid for a single year by default.

11.8. Share links
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CHAPTER

12

Objects reference

This page provides general information about objects stored in the Data Repository.
Contents
• Objects reference
– Objects
– Object types
– Object-level access

12.1 Objects
Digital objects are stored and maintained by the repository service using a dedicated object storage and definition
system. The objects contain metadata defined in XML and in case of deposits also the references to files.

12.2 Object types
In the Data Repository service several types of objects exist with each having its own function.

12.2.1 Deposits
A deposit is an object containing one or more files and is described by a set of metadata and can be referred to by a
unique DOI and/or PID.
Deposits have their own landing page that give a complete description of the object. Deposits are indexed for search
and can be harvested by external metadata catalogues.
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12.2.2 Collections
A collection is a bundle of a (large) number of deposits and/or collections. Collections allow to create structure in
your publications and make your data easier to understand and find. Collection are annotated using similar metadata
as deposits and can be referred to by a unique DOI and/or PID. Collections do not contain files.
Collections have their own landing page that give a complete description of the object. They are indexed for search
and can be harvested by external metadata catalogues.

12.2.3 Communities
A community bundles collections and deposits under a single entity. With a community, you can add policies to deposit
workflows that make sure publications are up to the standards of your community. It is described by a minimum set of
metadata and can be referred to by a unique PID. Communities do not contain files.
Communities can have user members with specific roles, such as the community administrator or simply a member.
Depending on the policies set, a user has specific priviledges concerning the community.
Communities have their own landing page that give an overview of the objects contained. They are indexed for search.

12.2.4 Metadata schemas
A metadata schema is an object that defines a set of metadata fields and is essentially a logical plan showing the
relationships between metadata fields, normally through establishing rules for the use and management of metadata.
Metadata schema makes sure that your deposit or collection has complete and understandable information attached to
it.
Schemas have their own landing page that give an overview of the metadata fields. They are indexed for search.

12.2.5 Groups
A group is a bundling of one or more users. They can be used to provide access or administrative privileges to specific
objects for a selection of persons using only a single relation.
Groups have their own landing page that give an overview of the managed objects. They are indexed for search.

12.3 Object-level access
By default, an object is publicly accessible and therefore can be seen and downloaded by anyone interested. This
includes all files and the metadata, except access statistics and configuration. To restrict access to an object, the owner
or an administrator of the object can set the access levels. In the table below these restrictions are listed.
Access
level
Open public
Registered

Per
user
No

Closed

Yes

No

Description
Object, including files and metadata, is open access and accessible to everyone, even
anonymous users
Object is accessible only to registered users. Anonymous users can still see metadata, but
cannot download files.
Object is only accessible to users specifically given access to it. Metadata is still open.

If an object is set to closed access, the owner or an administrator can select users that are allowed to access the object.
All other users will receive an ‘object not found’ message.
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CHAPTER

13

Introduction

The Data Repository REST API can be used for interaction with the service via external services or applications, for
example for integration with other websites (research community portals) or for uploading or downloading large data
sets that are not easily handled via a web browser.
This page explains the basic concepts, authentication and all existing HTTP requests that can currently be used. In the
next pages, the examples given are done using cURL commands. This tool can be freely downloaded for any OS.

13.1 Basic concepts
The Data Repository service uses several concepts which are briefly explained below.
A scientific community has the roles of creating and maintaining metadata schemas and curating the datasets which are
part of a scientific domain or research project. Users of the Data Repository can be part of one or more communities.
Some selected members of a community are also given the role of community administrators, which grants them the
special rights needed for the schema definitions and deposit curation tasks.
Any registered user can upload scientific datasets into Data Repository and thus create data deposits. A deposit is comprised of data files and associated metadata. The deposit’s metadata consists of a set of common fixed metadata fields
and a set of custom metadata blocks, each block containing related metadata fields. A deposit is always connected to
one scientific community which has the role of curating and maintaining it (except for deposits created as part of the
generic SURF community).
A deposit contains a set of common metadata fields and a set of custom metadata blocks. This metadata is not free
form, however, but is governed by static schemas; the common metadata schema is set by Data Repository and defines
a superset of Dublin Core elements, while the schema for the custom metadata block is specific to each community and
can be customized by the community administrators. In order to be accepted, the deposits submitted to a community
must conform to the schema required by the community.
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13.2 Object state
An object (such as a deposit or collection) can exist in several states. Immediately after creation a deposit enters the
‘draft’ state. In this state the deposit is only accessible by its owner and can be freely modified: its metadata can
be changed and files can be uploaded into or removed from it. A draft can be published at any time, and through
this action it changes its state from ‘draft’ to ‘published’, is assigned persistent identifiers, and becomes publicly
accessible. Please note that after publication, the list of files in a published deposit cannot be changed.
To update the metadata of a deposit through the API, a JSON Patch must be supplied with the request. Please read the
documentation on this website carefully to fully understand how these patches work.

13.3 Making requests
The REST API is used by making API requests using the methods of the standard HTTP protocol. Typically an
application like cURL is used to make requests, but it is also possible to do this from within your tools or custom-built
applications.
If a request is received by the Data Repository, it will be processed and a response will be given. This response is
according to the HTTP protocol and will include a status code indicating whether the processing of the request was
successful or an error occured. Based on this code a body is included that either gives the updated state of the object
being requested or modified, or a description of the error that occurred. The response data will almost always be in
JSON format, except when for example images, files or XML data is requested.
Of all requests being made, the data must be provided in JSON or JSON Patch format. To indicate what kind of data is
provided, a request header entry must be added, namely the Content-type header valued application/json;
charset=UTF-8 or application/json-patch+json;charset=UTF-8 respectively. This generally only
applies to requests that use the POST or PATCH method.
By making a set of requests successively, an existing object can be modified in its description, relationship to other
objects or visibility on the web interface. More importantly, new objects can be created from scratch that contain
descriptive metadata and files for publication.

13.3.1 Object identifiers
Every object stored in the Data Repository has a unique identifier. To access a specific object using the REST
API, this object identifier needs to be provided as part of the URL. These identifiers always consists of a
namespace followed by a colon : and the object identifier itself. For example, a deposit usually looks like
deposit:c800a32839fa47d9, where the namespace here is deposit. For large datasets it is possible that
the namespace for deposits differ, e.g. cosmogrid:128 is then also possible.
For collections, the namespace is always collection. For an overview of all namespaces and example object
identifiers, see the table below:
Type
Deposit
Collection
Community
Group
Schema

Namespace
deposit or anything not listed here
collection
community
group
schema

Example identifiers
deposit:c800a32839fa47d9 or cosmogrid:471
collection:cosmogrid
community:surf
group:80a32839fa47d9aa
schema:dublin

For objects created using the REST API, the default namespace for any object type is used.
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13.3.2 Responses
All request responses will be in JSON format and UTF-8 encoded, indicated by the Content-type header valued
application/json;charset=UTF-8.
A deposit is represented as a typical JSON object with keys and their values:
{
"field1": "value"
}

A collection of deposits is represented as a JSON array of objects:
{
"collection":
{
"field1":
"field2":
},
{
"field1":
"field2":
}
]

[
"value",
"value"

"value",
"value"

}

Timestamps are in UTC and formatted according to ISO 8601:
{
"updated": "YYYY-MM-DDTHH:MM:SS.ssssssZ"
}

In case a request fails, the body of the response body contains details about the error, for Command:
{
˓→

"message": "The requested URL was not found on the server.
manually please check your spelling and try again.",
"code": 404

If you entered the URL

}

Herein the message field provides a detailed description of what went wrong, while the code indicates the HTTP status
code (equivalent to the request response status code).

13.3.3 Status codes
The request status codes indicate whether the request was successfully received, processed and/or executed. The Data
Repository service follows the globally accepted list of HTTP status codes in all cases.
One of the following status codes is returned in case the request was successful:
200 - Request was successfully received and executed, see body for results
201 - Object created, see body for results
204 - No contents, this occurs when for example an object is successfully deleted
In case the request failed, the body of the response usually contains details, and one of the following status codes is
returned:

13.3. Making requests
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400 - Request was not understood
401 - User must authenticate first, usually because no access token was provided with the request
403 - User is not authorized to perform request, missing permission to do so
404 - Requested object not found or API endpoint does not exist
Any status code greater then or equal to 500 indicates that internally something went wrong in the server. If in this
case the problem persists, kindly report this to SURF.

13.4 Authentication
Although listing and accessing public data is not access-controlled, only registered users can use the API to its full
extent. Authentication during requests is done by passing an access token along with the request. The access token is
an randomly-generated string which can be created in the Data Repository user account page after logging in to the
web user interface. See API tokens.

13.5 Hosts
Unless you are using an instance of Data Repository hosted by yourself or your institution, different hosts are available
for different purposes. Make sure to select the host that suits your needs. For every host specific authorization is needed
and to log in you need to register with SURF first.
Host
Test
Training
Production

Address
https://tdr-test.surfsara.nl
https://trng-repository.surfsara.
nl
https://repository.surfsara.nl

Use when
You are actively participating in a pilot or test project with SURF.
You want to make a test upload or are participating in a training.
You want to make an actual data publication.

In the documentation from now on the selected host will be shown as a variable $SDR_HOST. Keep in mind that for
different hosts you need different API access tokens, so make sure to generate one in the currently-used host.

13.6 General usage
The general command to use the REST API looks as follows (using cURL):
curl https://$SDR_HOST/api/$PATH
where SDR_HOST is the Data Repository host you want to communicate with (typically repository.surfsara.nl) and
PATH is the endpoint to use. An endpoint uniquely identifies the resource(s) you are requesting or want to modify.
See below for more information.
To authenticate yourself during a request, use the token parameter (see API tokens to generate a token):
curl https://$SDR_HOST/api/$PATH?token=$TOKEN
Depending on the result you want to achieve and the request you want to make, you can change the method for the
request (default GET), e.g. to post a change to specific deposit (see also next section):
curl -X POST https://$SDR_HOST/api/objects/deposit/1?token=$TOKEN
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13.6.1 Methods
In the table below, the most used HTTP methods for interaction using the REST API are listed.
Method
GET
POST
PUT
PATCH
DELETE
HEAD

Authentication required
Typically no
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Typically no

Typical use
Get current state of an object or resource, including header information
Create new object
Upload file to deposit
Update descriptive metadata state of an object or resource
Delete a (part of a) resource or object
Identical to GET method, but without response body

13.6.2 Endpoints
An endpoint uniquely identifies the resource(s) you are requesting or want to modify. An endpoint always starts with
the general /api part and is logically followed by the type of information represented in the endpoint. Optionally a
unique identifier that represents a resource or object can be added.
In the table below, some endpoints are listed together with the available methods:
Endpoint
/api
/api/objects
/api/objects/deposit/<id>
/api/objects/collection/
<id>
/api/objects/community/<id>
/api/objects/group/<id>
/api/objects/schema/<id>

Methods2
GET
GET
GET, POST, PATCH
GET, POST, PATCH

Description
General information about the REST API
Object listing and search (with parameters)
Deposit object metadata retrieval or updates
Collection object metadata retrieval or updates

GET
GET
GET

Community object metadata retrieval
Group object metadata retrieval
Schema object metadata retrieval

13.6.3 Objects
In the table below, the available object types and corresponding operations for interaction using the REST API are
listed.
Type
Deposit
Collection
Community
Group
Schema

Operations
List, retrieve, create, modify, publish, delete (draft)
List, retrieve, create, modify, publish, delete (draft)
List, retrieve
List, retrieve
List, retrieve

13.7 Integration
The Data Repository REST API can be integrated in any workflow or application as long as they adhere to the required
workflows.

13.7. Integration
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13.7.1 Integration with Python
To intergrate the API in your application using Python, please make use of the ‘requests’ package that allows excellent
and straightforward interaction possibilities from within your Python scripts.
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CHAPTER

14

Workflow for deposits

This page provides information about creating and managing deposits using the REST API of the Data Repository
service. All requests are made using Python.
Contents
• Workflow for deposits
– General publication workflow
– Preparation
* Tools
– Deposit workflow
– Create a new draft deposit
– Add files to your new draft deposit
* Check your uploaded files
* Delete a file from a draft deposit
– Add metadata to your draft deposit
* Prepare your new metadata
* Create a JSON patch
* Submit the patch
* Add references to external files to your draft deposit
– Publishing your draft deposit
– Check and display your results
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14.1 General publication workflow
The HTTP REST API does not impose a specific workflow for creating a deposit, but some steps need to be taken in
order independently from each other. The following example workflow only defines the most basic steps:
• Identify a target community for your data by using the REST API List all communities request
• Using the community’s identifier, retrieve the JSON Schema of the deposit’s metadata. The submitted metadata
will have to conform to this schema. Use the Get community schema request.
• Create a draft deposit: use the Create draft deposit request.
• Add and update metadata of the deposit: use the Update metadata of draft deposit request.
• Upload files into the draft deposit. You will have to use one HTTP request per file. Use the Upload file request.
• Set the complete metadata and publish the deposit. Use the Submit draft for publication request.

14.2 Preparation
When your dataset is ready for publication, it can be uploaded to the Data Repository service by creating a draft
deposit and adding files and metadata. This page will guide you through the creation process of a new draft deposits,
preparing and finally publishing it as a deposit. It covers:
• The creation of a new draft deposit,
• The addition and removal of files and metadata, and
• Committing the draft deposit to publish it
Please note that the Data Repository service makes a distinction between the two terms deposit and draft
deposit (or simply draft). A deposit is published and therefore unchangeable and has persistent identifiers
(PID) assigned to it, as well as checksums. A user can create a deposit by first creating a draft deposit, which is
modifiable. Files and metadata can be placed into a draft deposit, but not into an already published deposit.
The requests in the steps described will communicate with the training instance of the Data Repository service:
https://trng-repository.surfsara.nl. Make sure to create a token in this instance of the Data Repository.

14.2.1 Tools
In the descriptions of each step of the workflow, the programming language Python is used. Any language or tool that
supports HTTP protocol methods can be used instead. Examples are cURL or wget.

14.3 Deposit workflow
In the following diagram the general deposit workflow of Data Repository is shown. All blue boxes require a request
interaction with the Data Repository service.
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The red boxes indicate an object state, where in this workflow only draft, submitted and published deposits exist. Files
and metadata can be added multiple times. Persistent identifiers (PIDs) and checksum are automatically added by
Data Repository (green boxes). Once a draft deposit is committed, depending on the community’s requirements, the
deposit is either in submitted state and needs further approval or is immediately published.

14.4 Create a new draft deposit
After loading your token a POST request will create a new draft deposit. Only some basic metadata is needed, like
the title and community, which is sent along with the request as the data argument together with a header defining the
content type. All metadata can be changed later during the deposit workflow.
In the following example, a new open access deposit is created for the SURF community with the title ‘My first
upload’. The community is identified using its unique identifier:
>>> header = {"Content-Type": "application/json"}
>>> metadata = {"title": "My first upload",
"community": "community:surf",
"sharelevel": "Open"}
>>> r = requests.post('https://trng-repository.surfsara.nl/api/objects/deposit',
˓→params={'token': token}, data=json.dumps(metadata), headers=header)

On success, the response status code and text will be different this time:
{
"$schema": "https://trng-repository.surfsara.nl/static/schemas/object-metadata",
"id": "bd387af9afe48d0a",
"created": "2021-03-10T20:05:43.250000Z",
"updated": "2021-03-10T20:05:43.250000Z",
(continues on next page)

14.4. Create a new draft deposit
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(continued from previous page)

"properties": {
"namespace": "deposit",
"pid": "deposit:bd387af9afe48d0a",
"type": "deposit",
"state": "draft",
"sharelevel": "open",
"owner": "user:86"
},
"links": {
"self": "https://trng-repository.surfsara.nl/api/objects/deposit/bd387af9afe48d0a
˓→",
"landing": "https://trng-repository.surfsara.nl/deposit/bd387af9afe48d0a",
"relationships": {
"community": "https://trng-repository.surfsara.nl/api/objects/community/surf"
}
},
"metadata": {
"base": {
"$schema": "https://trng-repository.surfsara.nl/api/objects/schema/dublin",
"title": "My dataset deposit",
"rights": [
"info:eu-repo/semantics/openAccess"
]
}
}
}

Response code 201 indicates the draft deposit has been successfully created. The deposit identifier metadata field id
in the response text is used to identify the draft deposit during the additional steps of adding files and metadata:
>>> result = r.json()
>>> depositid = result["pid"].split(':')[1]
>>> print(depositid)
bd387af9afe48d0a

The deposit is still in a draft state, as is indicated in the state property:
>>> print(result["properties"]["state"])
draft

After creation, the next steps are to add files and metadata. This can be done in any order and repeatedly after each
addition until the draft deposit is finally published. In the next sections, both procedures are explained.
Please note that the deposit identifier will remain the same during the draft stage and after finally publishing the
deposit. There is no attached EPIC PID or DOI yet.

14.5 Add files to your new draft deposit
After creation of the draft deposit, files can be added. This is achieved in a similar way as the previous example via a
PUT request. Make sure your data files are accessible in the Python session. In this case the files named sequence.
txt and sequence2.txt are added to the draft deposit. For every file to add to the deposit, a separate request is
required.
First, define a file open handle to send along with the request, e.g. for the sequence.txt file:
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>>> filename = 'sequence.txt'
>>> upload_file = open(filename, 'rb')

In this statement, the action of reading the file is not actually performed. The file will be read only when the request is
done and send as a direct data stream.
Define the request URL by adding the file bucket identifier to the files end point and define the request header:
>>> url = 'https://trng-repository.surfsara.nl/api/objects/deposit/' + depositid + '/
˓→files/' + filename
>>> params = {'token': token}
>>> header = {"Content-Type": "application/octet-stream"}

The complete put request looks as follows:
r = requests.put(url, data=upload_file, params=params, headers=header)

If the request is successful, the result can be checked:
>>> print(r.status_code)
200
>>> result = json.loads(r.text)
>>> print(json.dumps(result, indent=4))
{
"$schema": "https://trng-repository.surfsara.nl/static/schemas/object-metadata",
"id": "bd387af9afe48d0a",
"created": "2021-03-10T20:05:43.250000Z",
"updated": "2021-03-10T20:09:30.379000Z",
"properties": {
"namespace": "deposit",
"pid": "deposit:bd387af9afe48d0a",
"type": "deposit",
"state": "draft",
"sharelevel": "open",
"owner": "user:86"
},
"files": [
{
"name": "sequence.txt",
"url": "https://trng-repository.surfsara.nl/deposit/bd387af9afe48d0a/files/
˓→sequence.txt",
"external": false,
"size": 691,
"mimetype": "text/plain",
"md5": "",
"epicpid": "21.T12996/5ddde41c-a461-a861-45fd-76594f2b5a20"
}
],
"links": {
"self": "https://trng-repository.surfsara.nl/api/objects/deposit/bd387af9afe48d0a
˓→",
"landing": "https://trng-repository.surfsara.nl/deposit/bd387af9afe48d0a",
"relationships": {
"community": "https://trng-repository.surfsara.nl/api/objects/community/surf"
},
"files": "https://trng-repository.surfsara.nl/api/objects/deposit/
˓→bd387af9afe48d0a/files"
},
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

"metadata": {
"base": {
"$schema": "https://trng-repository.surfsara.nl/api/objects/schema/dublin",
"title": "My dataset deposit",
"rights": [
"info:eu-repo/semantics/openAccess"
]
}
}
}

The mime-type is detected, direct links are given and a checksum is calculated. As soon as this checksum is ready, it
will be added to the metadata of the deposit.
If the request fails, check the error by displaying the response text, for example when the files object has errors.
The reponse text will, in this case, a HTML page describing the error.
When the upload file is not accessible:
>>> print(r.status_code)
400
>>> result = json.loads(r.text)
>>> print(json.dumps(result, indent=4))
{
"error": "File not found"
}

Repeat the above steps to add other files.

14.5.1 Check your uploaded files
When all your files have been uploaded, you can check the draft deposit’s current status regarding these files using the
URL with a GET request:
>>> r = requests.get('https://trng-repository.surfsara.nl/api/objects/deposit/' +
˓→depositid + '/files', params=params)
>>> result = json.loads(r.text)
>>> print(json.dumps(result, indent=4))
[
{
"name": "sequence.txt",
"url": "https://trng-repository.surfsara.nl/deposit/bd387af9afe48d0a/files/
˓→sequence.txt",
"external": false,
"size": 691,
"mimetype": "text/plain",
"checksums": {
"md5": ""
}
"identifiers": {
"epicpid": "21.T12996/5ddde41c-a461-a861-45fd-76594f2b5a20"
}
}
]
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The links to the file bucket is displayed, as well as the ‘contents’ list of two files, including the files’ sizes. You can do
this with every file bucket, as long as you have the file bucket identifier.

14.5.2 Delete a file from a draft deposit
In case you’ve uploaded the wrong file to a draft deposit, you can delete this file as long as the deposit is in draft state.
Data Repository supports deletion of files in draft deposits by the owner of that deposit or the site administrator.
In order to delete a file from a draft deposit, a request header and your access token are required:
>>> header = {"Content-Type": 'application/json'}
>>> params = {"token": token}

To make the request, the identifier of the draft deposit and the file name under which you’ve stored the file are required. Along with the DELETE request operation with the /api/objects/deposit/<depositid>/files/
<file_name> endpoint in the URL, the request then looks as follows:
>>> url = "https://trng-repository.surfsara.nl/api/objects/deposit/bd387af9afe48d0a/
˓→files/sequence.txt"
>>> r = requests.delete(url, params=params, headers=header)

On a successful request, the response code should be 204 while there is no response message:
>>> print(r)
<Response [204]>
>>> print(r.text)

14.6 Add metadata to your draft deposit
Metadata is already added to a draft deposit while creating the initial deposit. By issuing a HTTP patch request with
a JSON patch list of operations the current metadata of a deposit can be updated with additional or updated metadata
fields and corresponding values.
To update a draft deposit’s metadata, the deposit identifier is required while making patch requests. The procedure can
be applied to either draft or published deposits.

14.6.1 Prepare your new metadata
An object with the new and updated metadata fields and values needs to be constructed. As the community, title and
share level fields have already been set when the draft deposit was created, only some missing fields are provided:
>>> metadata = {"creator": "Researcher 1",
"description": "My first dataset ingested using the Data Repository API",
"rights": "CC-0-BY"}

To update community- or collection-specific metadata fields, some additional information needs to be provided. Furthermore, to add or remove an item of a list of value, the JSON Patch requires specific paths.

14.6.2 Create a JSON patch
The metadata update call is made using a patch request containing the patch operations and headers. Note that:

14.6. Add metadata to your draft deposit
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• The metadata updates for the deposit must be provided in the JSON patch format in order to avoid to have to
send all the existing metadata as well
• The patch format contains one or more JSONPath strings. The root of these paths is the metadata object, as this
is the only mutable object
In order to successfully update the metadata, a JSON patch is created using the jsonpatch Python package. First,
the original existing metadata of the deposit is retrieved which will later be altered:
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
{

url = "https://trng-repository.surfsara.nl/api/objects/deposit/" + depositid
r = requests.get(url, params=params)
result = json.loads(r.text)
metadata_old = result["metadata"]
print(json.dumps(metadata_old, indent=4))
"base": {
"$schema": "https://trng-repository.surfsara.nl/api/objects/schema/dublin",
"title": "My dataset deposit",
"rights": [
"info:eu-repo/semantics/openAccess"
]
}

}

The actual JSON patch is created by:
>>> import jsonpatch
>>> patch = jsonpatch.make_patch(metadata_old, metadata)
>>> print(patch)
[{"path": "/titles", "op": "remove"}, {"path": "/$schema", "op": "remove"}, {"path":
˓→"/publisher", "value": "EUDAT", "op": "add"}, {"path": "/descriptions", "value": [{
˓→"description": "My first dataset ingested using the Data Repository API",
˓→"description_type": "Abstract"}], "op": "add"}, {"path": "/language", "value": "en_
˓→GB", "op": "add"}]

The current patch will remove any existing fields not present in the new metadata object, therefore these need to be
removed in the final patch:
>>> finpatch = filter(lambda x: x["op"] != "remove", patch)
>>> print(list(finpatch))
[{u'path': u'/publisher', u'value': 'SURF', u'op': u'add'}, {u'path': u'/descriptions
˓→', u'value': [{'description': 'My first dataset ingested using the Data Repository
˓→API', 'description_type': 'Abstract'}], u'op': u'add'}, {u'path': u'/language', u
˓→'value': 'en_GB', u'op': u'add'}]

The patch needs to be provided to the data argument as a serialized string for which the JSON package can be used:
>>> strpatch = json.dumps(list(finpatch))
>>> print(strpatch)
[{"path": "/publisher", "value": "SURF", "op": "add"}, {"path": "/descriptions",
˓→"value": [{"description": "My first dataset ingested using the Data Repository API",
˓→ "description_type": "Abstract"}], "op": "add"}, {"path": "/language", "value": "en_
˓→GB", "op": "add"}]

This section does not address the altering of community-specific metadata fields and multivalue fields.
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14.6.3 Submit the patch
The serialized JSON patch is sent to the service in order to update the metadata.
First, the request headers need to be defined:
>>> headers = {'Content-Type': 'application/json-patch+json'}

Now, the request response text shows the updated metadata:
>>> url = 'https://trng-repository.surfsara.nl/api/objects/deposit/' + depositid
>>> r = requests.patch(url, data=strpatch, params=params, headers=headers)
>>> print(r)
<Response [200]>
>>> result = json.loads(r.text)
>>> print(json.dumps(result, indent=4))
{
"$schema": "https://trng-repository.surfsara.nl/static/schemas/object-metadata",
"id": "bd387af9afe48d0a",
"created": "2021-03-10T20:05:43.250000Z",
"updated": "2021-03-10T20:21:30.379000Z",
"properties": {
"namespace": "deposit",
"pid": "deposit:bd387af9afe48d0a",
"type": "deposit",
"state": "draft",
"sharelevel": "open",
"owner": "user:86"
},
"files": [
{
"name": "sequence.txt",
"url": "https://trng-repository.surfsara.nl/deposit/bd387af9afe48d0a/files/
˓→sequence.txt",
"external": false,
"size": 691,
"mimetype": "text/plain",
"md5": "",
"epicpid": "21.T12996/5ddde41c-a461-a861-45fd-76594f2b5a20"
}
],
"links": {
"self": "https://trng-repository.surfsara.nl/api/objects/deposit/bd387af9afe48d0a
˓→",
"landing": "https://trng-repository.surfsara.nl/deposit/bd387af9afe48d0a",
"relationships": {
"community": "https://trng-repository.surfsara.nl/api/objects/community/surf"
},
"files": "https://trng-repository.surfsara.nl/api/objects/deposit/
˓→bd387af9afe48d0a/files"
},
"metadata": {
"base": {
"$schema": "https://trng-repository.surfsara.nl/api/objects/schema/dublin",
"title": "My dataset deposit",
"rights": [
"info:eu-repo/semantics/openAccess"
]
(continues on next page)
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}
}

Compare the created and updated metadata timestamp:
>>> print(result["created"], result["updated"])
2017-03-02T16:34:26.383505+00:00 2017-03-02T17:03:37.500387+00:00

In case the patch request did not succeed (status code 400), an error description containing all errors is returned in the
request response text. For example, the creators field value needs to be an array:
>>> patch = '[{"path": "/creator", "value": "Data Repository author", "op": "add"}]'
>>> r = requests.patch(url, data=patch, params=params, headers=headers)
>>> print(r.status_code)
400
>>> print(r.text)
{"message": "Validation error.", "status": 400, "errors": [{"message": "'Data
˓→Repository author' is not of type 'array'", "field": "creators"}]}

14.6.4 Add references to external files to your draft deposit
It is possible to add files to a deposit that are not stored in the Data Repository, but this is not recommended due to the
fact that Data Repository cannot guarantee the existence of the files at an external location. Although EPIC PIDs must
be used to reference to these files, Data Repository cannot manage or update these PIDs when necessary. The service
will also not generate these PIDs as needed, this is left to the user.
Externally referenced files are not added as files, but as separate metadata and therefore need to be provided as a JSON
Patch.
If you have a list of files that can be accessed using an EPIC PID, add these files to the file listing of the Data Repository
deposit. For example, if two files are added, the list must be defined as follows:
>>> external_files = [{
"name": "file1.csv",
"epicpid": "prefix/suffix1"
},
{
"name": "file2.txt",
"epicpid": "prefix/suffix2"
}]

Using this list, send the list in JSON format as described in Add externally referenced files to draft deposit.

14.7 Publishing your draft deposit
The final step will complete the draft deposit submitting it with a post request. After this request, the files of the
deposit are immutable and your deposit is published!
The final commit request will return the final deposit metadata in case the request is successful (status code 200):
>>> url = "https://trng-repository.surfsara.nl/api/objects/deposit/" + depositid + "/
˓→submit"
>>> r = requests.post(url, params=params)
(continues on next page)
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>>> print(r)
<Response [200]>
>>> result = json.loads(r.text)
>>> print(json.dumps(result, indent=4))

Your draft deposit is now published and is available under the REST API URL https://trng-repository.
surfsara.nl/api/objects/deposit/bd387af9afe48d0a!
An EPIC persistent identifier and DOI (epicpid and doi fields) have been automatically generated and added to
the metadata.

14.8 Check and display your results
Once the deposit process is completed, the results can be checked by requesting the deposit data using the new deposit
identifier. Check out the deposit retrieval request for an extensive description on how to do this.
The deposit identifier id in the response message can directly be used to see the landing page of the newly created
deposit: bd387af9afe48d0a. If the page displays a restriction message, this is due the server-side processing of the
ingestion. As soon as this is finished, the message will disappear.
Unfortunately, some of the metadata schema fields are missing since during the metadata update step, these fields
were not added to the patch. It is highly recommended to complete all fields during this step in order to increase the
discoverability, authenticity and reusability of the dataset. Please check the Update metadata of draft deposit reference
to update the metadata of your published deposit.
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15

Reference

In this page all available REST API requests are listed, together with examples. In all examples, the training instance
of the Data Repository is used.
Contents
• Reference
– Structure
– Object retrieval
* List all communities
* List all community deposits
* List all community collections
* Get community schema
* List all objects
* Search objects
* Search drafts
* Get specific deposit
* Get specific collection
– Object management
* Create draft deposit
· Example 1
· Common errors
* Upload file into draft deposit
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* Delete file from draft deposit
* List files of deposit
* Update draft deposit metadata
· Example 1
· Example 2
· Example 3
· Common errors
* Add externally referenced files to draft deposit
* Submit draft deposit for publication
* Update published deposit metadata
* Get specific deposit file
* Get status of specific deposit file
* Stage specific deposit file
– Other requests
* Delete draft object
* Delete published object

15.1 Structure
Each allowed request is described as follows:
• Description - A description of the function of the request.
• HTTP method - which HTTP protocol such as GET or POST method is used.
• URL path - grammar for the allowed paths used together with one of the base URLs above.
• Status code - the returned status code upon a successful request.
• Returns - the returned data in the body of the response upon a successful request.
• Example - an example of usage using the program curl from the command line.
Some of the requests additionally might have the following information:
• Required parameters - the parameters that need to be added to the URL.
• Required data - the data that needs to be sent with the request, the expected structure is shown in the example.
Variables in the descriptions:
• SDR_HOST - the host of the instance used for interaction
• TOKEN - your personal access token used for authentication
• NAMESPACE_ID - namespace for a specific object
• OBJECT_ID - identifier for a specific object, which can be in draft or published state
• DEPOSIT_ID - identifier for a specific deposit, which can be in draft or published state
• COLLECTION_ID - identifier for a specific collection, which can be in draft or published state
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• COMMUNITY_ID - identifier of a user community in Data Repository
• SCHEMA_ID - identifier of a metadata schema in Data Repository
• FILE_NAME - name of a file in a specific file bucket
• FIELD_NAME - name of a metadata field
For most requests, an example is shown using a cURL command. If a payload is sent with the request, this is shown in
a structured way below the example. The returned response body and request-specific errors are shown if applicable.

15.2 Object retrieval
The following requests concern the retrieval of information about deposits and communities.

15.2.1 List all communities
List all the communities, without any filtering.
• HTTP method: GET
• URL path: /api/objects/community
• URL alias: /api/communities
• Required parameters: None
• Status code on success: 200
• Returns: the list of communities (in JSON format) or an error message.
Command:
curl "https://$SDR_HOST/api/objects/community"
Returns (example):
[
{
"id": "astrophysics",
"created": "2020-04-12T16:25:26.064000Z",
"properties": {
"pid": "community:astrophysics",
"namespace": "community",
"type": "Community",
"state": "Published",
"sharelevel": "Open"
},
"metadata": {
"base": {
"title": "Astrophysics",
"description": "This is the Astrophysics community"
}
},
"links": {
"self": "https://$SDR_HOST/api/objects/community/astrophysics"
}
},
{
(continues on next page)
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"id": "surf",
"created": "2020-04-12T16:25:28.420000Z",
"properties": {
"pid": "community:surf",
"namespace": "community",
"type": "Community",
"state": "Published",
"sharelevel": "Open"
},
"metadata": {
"base": {
"title": "SURF",
"description": "This is the SURF community"
}
},
"links": {
"self": "https://$SDR_HOST/api/objects/community/surf"
}
},
{
"id": "lofar",
"created": "2020-05-18T12:50:21.340000Z",
"properties": {
"pid": "community:lofar",
"namespace": "community",
"type": "Community",
"state": "Published",
"sharelevel": "Open"
},
"metadata": {
"base": {
"title": "LOFAR",
"description": "This is the LOFAR community"
}
},
"links": {
"self": "https://$SDR_HOST/api/objects/community/lofar"
}
}
]

15.2.2 List all community deposits
List all deposits of a specific community.
• HTTP method: GET
• URL path: /api/objects/community/$COMMUNITY_ID/deposits
• Required parameters: None
• Status code on success: 200
• Returns: the list of deposits (in JSON format) or an error message
Command:
curl "https://$SDR_HOST/api/objects/community/$COMMUNITY_ID/deposits"
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Returns:
[
{
"id": "f3b7fc8498cf5a17",
"created": "2021-03-05T15:25:24.331000Z",
"properties": {
"pid": "deposit:f3b7fc8498cf5a17",
"namespace": "deposit",
"type": "Deposit"
},
"metadata": {
"base": {
"title": "Test API",
"creator": [
"Test creator",
"Test unique"
]
}
},
"links": {
"self": "https://$SDR_HOST/api/objects/deposit/f3b7fc8498cf5a17"
}
},
{
"id": "50253b9ac1405e7e",
"created": "2021-02-25T21:03:50.779000Z",
"properties": {
"pid": "deposit:50253b9ac1405e7e",
"namespace": "deposit",
"type": "Deposit"
},
"metadata": {
"base": {
"title": "Test closed API update",
"creator": [
"Test"
]
}
},
"links": {
"self": "https://$SDR_HOST/api/objects/deposit/50253b9ac1405e7e"
}
}
]

15.2.3 List all community collections
List all collections of a community.
• HTTP method: GET
• URL path: /api/objects/community/COMMUNITY_ID/collections
• Required parameters: None
• Status code on success: 200
• Returns: the list of communities (in JSON format) or an error message.
15.2. Object retrieval
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Command:
curl "https://$SDR_HOST/api/objects/community/$COMMUNITY_ID/collections"
Returns:
[
{
"id": "e4cbd982d2426eba",
"created": "2020-10-06T12:58:15.058000Z",
"properties": {
"pid": "collection:e4cbd982d2426eba",
"namespace": "collection",
"type": "Collection"
},
"metadata": {
"base": {
"title": "Test admin",
"creator": [
"Admin"
]
}
},
"links": {
"self": "https://$SDR_HOST/api/objects/collection/e4cbd982d2426eba"
}
},
{
"id": "a18755837dd9c65c",
"created": "2020-10-07T12:13:26.258000Z",
"properties": {
"pid": "collection:a18755837dd9c65c",
"namespace": "collection",
"type": "Collection"
},
"metadata": {
"base": {
"title": "Test collection 114",
"creator": [
"Test",
"Test 3",
"Test123"
]
}
},
"links": {
"self": "https://$SDR_HOST/api/objects/collection/a18755837dd9c65c"
}
},
{
"id": "cc99ce5f61719f0b",
"created": "2021-02-01T21:09:10.076000Z",
"properties": {
"pid": "collection:cc99ce5f61719f0b",
"namespace": "collection",
"type": "Collection"
},
"metadata": {
"base": {
(continues on next page)
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"title": "Test no DOI policy",
"creator": [
"Test"
]
}
},
"links": {
"self": "https://$SDR_HOST/api/objects/collection/cc99ce5f61719f0b"
}
}
]

15.2.4 Get community schema
Retrieves the JSON schema of deposits approved by a specific community.
• HTTP method: GET
• URL path: /api/objects/community/COMMUNITY_ID/schema
• Required parameters: None
• Status code on success: 200
• Returns: the community metadata schema, embedded in a JSON object, or an error message.
Command:
curl "https://$SDR_HOST/api/objects/community/COMMUNITY_ID/schema"
Returns:
{
"$schema": "https://$SDR_HOST/static/schemas/object-metadata",
"id": "astrophysics",
"created": "2019-07-23T09:57:53.528000Z",
"updated": "2020-10-05T19:17:43.031000Z",
"properties": {
"namespace": "schema",
"pid": "schema:astrophysics",
"epicpid": "21.T12996/0B6983E7-F185-449A-97EE-F63BED651ED0",
"doi": "10.21945/SURF-image.8ff2ae03-c9cac144",
"type": "schema",
"state": "published",
"sharelevel": "open",
"owner": "user:1"
},
"fields": [
{
"index": "0",
"name": "datatype",
"type": "xs:normalizedString",
"use": "M",
"label": "Data type",
"desc": "The type of data in the dataset",
"useString": "Mandatory"
},
{
(continues on next page)
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"index": "1",
"name": "study",
"type": "vocabulary",
"use": "M",
"label": "Study type",
"desc": "Astrophysical study type",
"useString": "Mandatory"
},
{
"index": "2",
"name": "simulation",
"type": "vocabulary",
"use": "M",
"label": "Simulation type",
"desc": "Type of simulation",
"useString": "Mandatory"
}
],
"links": {
"self": "https://$SDR_HOST/api/objects/schema/astrophysics",
"landing": "https://$SDR_HOST/schema/astrophysics"
},
"metadata": {
"base": {
"$schema": "https://$SDR_HOST/api/objects/schema/dublin",
"title": "Astrophysics metadata schema",
"identifier": [
"schema:astrophysics",
"epic:21.T12996/0B6983E7-F185-449A-97EE-F63BED651ED0",
"hdl:21.T12996/0B6983E7-F185-449A-97EE-F63BED651ED0"
],
"rights": [
"info:eu-repo/semantics/openAccess"
]
}
}
}

15.2.5 List all objects
List all the objects, without any filtering.
• HTTP method: GET
• URL path: /api/objects
• Required parameters: None
• Optional parameters: page, size, type
• Status code on success: 200
• Returns: the list of objects (in JSON format) or an error message.
Command:
curl "https://$SDR_HOST/api/objects"
Returns:
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{
"params": {
"query": "*",
"type": "",
"page": 1,
"size": 25,
"start": 1,
"end": 25,
"pages": 33
},
"hits": {
"hits": [
{
"pid": "category:agricultural",
"title": "Agricultural Sciences",
"description": "This is the Agricultural Sciences category",
"createdDate": "2019-03-28T09:53:27.919000Z",
"state": "Published",
"url": "https://$SDR_HOST/category/agricultural",
"type": "Category"
},
{
"pid": "collection:cosmogrid-2048",
"title": "The Cosmogrid Simulation: Statistical Properties of Small Dark
3
˓→Matter Halos 2048
resolution",
"description": "...",
"createdDate": "2020-04-22T19:41:21.212000Z",
"state": "Published",
"url": "https://$SDR_HOST/collection/cosmogrid-2048",
"type": "Collection"
},
{
"pid": "collection:cosmogrid-512",
"title": "The Cosmogrid Simulation: Statistical Properties of Small Dark
3
˓→Matter Halos 512
resolution",
"description": "...",
"createdDate": "2020-04-22T19:40:38.620000Z",
"state": "Published",
"url": "https://$SDR_HOST/collection/cosmogrid-512",
"type": "Collection"
}
],
"total": 819
},
"links": {
"self": "https://$SDR_HOST/api/objects?",
"next": "https://$SDR_HOST/api/objects?page=2",
"first": "https://$SDR_HOST/api/objects?page=1",
"last": "https://$SDR_HOST/api/objects?page=33"
}
}

15.2.6 Search objects
Search all the published objects for a query string.
• HTTP method: GET
15.2. Object retrieval
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• URL path: /api/objects
• Required parameters: none
• Optional parameters: query, page, size, sort, context, type
• Status code on success: 200
• Returns: the list of matching deposits (in JSON format) or an error message
• Notes:
– The parameter query determines the keywords to search for, separated by a space.
– If a field name is prepended followed by a colon and the search value, the search is limited to that field,
e.g. ‘creators.creator:user’ searches for deposits with a ‘user’ in the creator metadata field.
– If the parameter q is omitted, all deposits are returned (in paginated form). See also List all deposits.
– For a better understanding of search queries, a listing of available search fields and advanced options like
operators, please refer to the Data Repository Advanced Search documentation on how to create them.
– Using the page and size parameter, pagination can be established by providing integer values for these
parameters. The page parameter is 1-based.
– For example: using a value of 2 for page and 50 for size will return the deposits from number 51 to 100 (if
there are at least 100 deposits available on the instance)
– The sort parameter can be either asc or desc.
Command:
curl "https://$SDR_HOST/api/objects/?query=$QUERY_STRING&page=1&size=100&sort=desc"

15.2.7 Search drafts
List all your draft objects.
• HTTP method: GET
• URL path: /api/objects
• Required parameters: token, drafts
• Optional parameters: query, type
• Status code on success: 200
• Returns: the list of matching drafts (in JSON format) or an error message.
• Notes:
– You can only list your own draft objects.
– You can add search parameters to narrow down your search, see Search objects.
Command:
curl "https://$SDR_HOST/api/objects/?drafts&token=$TOKEN"

15.2.8 Get specific deposit
List the metadata of the deposit specified by NAMESPACE and DEPOSIT_ID. The metadata of all deposits are always
public.
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• HTTP method: GET
• URL path: /api/objects/NAMESPACE/DEPOSIT_ID
• Optional parameters: token
• Status code on success: 200
• Notes: the access token is only required when a deposit is in draft state.
Command:
curl "https://$SDR_HOST/api/objects/deposit/c800a32839fa47d9"

15.2.9 Get specific collection
List the metadata of the collection specified by COLLECTION_ID. The metadata of all collections are always public.
• HTTP method: GET
• URL path: /api/objects/collection/COLLECTION_ID
• Optional parameters: token
• Status code on success: 200
• Notes: the access token is only required when a collection is not publicly available.
Command:
curl "https://$SDR_HOST/api/objects/collection/$COLLECTION_ID"

15.3 Object management
The following requests concern the creation, update and management of objects.

15.3.1 Create draft deposit
Create a new deposit, in the draft state.
• HTTP method: POST
• URL path: /api/objects/deposit
• Required parameters: token
• Payload data: JSON object with basic metadata of the object, at least the required fields of the basic metadata
schema of each new deposit: titles, community and open_access.
• Status code on success: 201
• Returns: the new draft deposit metadata including new URL of the object.
• Notes: you cannot change the community the deposit resides in after you have created the deposit.

15.3. Object management
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Example 1
The following example creates an open-access deposit for a community with identifier community:surf with title
‘My dataset deposit’. Any other metadata fields cannot be provided here.
Command:
curl -X POST -H "Content-Type:application/json" -d '{"title":"My dataset
deposit", "community":"community:surf", "sharelevel": "Open"}' "https://
$SDR_HOST/api/objects/deposit?token=$TOKEN"
Payload:
{
"title": "My dataset deposit",
"community": "community:surf",
"sharelevel": "Open",
}

Returns:
{
"$schema": "https://$SDR_HOST/static/schemas/object-metadata",
"id": "bd387af9afe48d0a",
"created": "2021-03-10T20:05:43.250000Z",
"updated": "2021-03-10T20:05:43.250000Z",
"properties": {
"namespace": "deposit",
"pid": "deposit:bd387af9afe48d0a",
"type": "deposit",
"state": "draft",
"sharelevel": "open",
"owner": "user:86"
},
"links": {
"self": "https://$SDR_HOST/api/objects/deposit/bd387af9afe48d0a",
"landing": "https://$SDR_HOST/deposit/bd387af9afe48d0a",
"relationships": {
"community": "https://$SDR_HOST/api/objects/community/surf"
}
},
"metadata": {
"base": {
"$schema": "https://$SDR_HOST/api/objects/schema/dublin",
"title": "My dataset deposit",
"rights": [
"info:eu-repo/semantics/openAccess"
]
}
}
}

Common errors
On metadata validation error when an incorrect share level is given:
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{
"error": "Invalid share level 'O', choose from 'Open', 'Restricted', 'Closed'"
}

On metadata validation error when a required field is missing:
{
"error": "Missing mandatory fields: 'title'"
}

15.3.2 Upload file into draft deposit
To upload a new file into a draft deposit object, first you need to identify the file bucket URL. This URL can be found
in the information returned when querying a draft deposit, in the ‘links/files’ section of the returned data.
• HTTP method: PUT
• URL path: /api/object/NAMESPACE/DEPOSIT_ID/files/FILE_NAME
• Required parameters: token
• Payload data: the file, sent as direct stream, for curl use the –data-binary @FILE_NAME option for this.
• Status code on success: 200
• Returns: informations about the newly uploaded file
• Notes:
– Using the --data-binary option will load the entire file into memory before being sent to Data Repository
– For large files instead use the -T option followed by the file name (without a @ sign)
– Also, to avoid timeouts please use the -H "Transfer-Encoding:
send a file in chunks instead of all at once.

chunked" option and value to

Command:
curl -X PUT -H 'Accept:application/json' -H 'Content-Type:application/
octet-stream' --data-binary @$FILE_NAME "https://$SDR_HOST/api/objects/
$NAMESPACE/$DEPOSIT_ID/files/$FILE_NAME?token=$TOKEN"
Command:
curl -X PUT -H 'Accept:application/json' -H 'Content-Type:application/
octet-stream' -H 'Transfer-Encoding:chunked' -T $FILE_NAME "https://$SDR_HOST/
api/objects/$NAMESPACE/$DEPOSIT_ID/files/$FILE_NAME?token=$TOKEN"
Returns:
{
"$schema": "https://$SDR_HOST/static/schemas/object-metadata",
"id": "bd387af9afe48d0a",
"created": "2021-03-10T20:05:43.250000Z",
"updated": "2021-03-10T20:09:30.379000Z",
"properties": {
"namespace": "deposit",
"pid": "deposit:bd387af9afe48d0a",
"type": "deposit",
(continues on next page)
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"state": "draft",
"sharelevel": "open",
"owner": "user:86"
},
"files": [
{
"name": "$FILE_NAME",
"url": "https://$SDR_HOST/deposit/bd387af9afe48d0a/files/$FILE_NAME",
"external": false,
"size": 691,
"mimetype": "text/plain",
"md5": "",
"epicpid": "21.T12996/5ddde41c-a461-a861-45fd-76594f2b5a20"
}
],
"links": {
"self": "https://$SDR_HOST/api/objects/deposit/bd387af9afe48d0a",
"landing": "https://$SDR_HOST/deposit/bd387af9afe48d0a",
"relationships": {
"community": "https://$SDR_HOST/api/objects/community/surf"
},
"files": "https://$SDR_HOST/api/objects/deposit/bd387af9afe48d0a/files"
},
"metadata": {
"base": {
"$schema": "https://$SDR_HOST/api/objects/schema/dublin",
"title": "My dataset deposit",
"rights": [
"info:eu-repo/semantics/openAccess"
]
}
}
}

15.3.3 Delete file from draft deposit
Send a DELETE request to the file’s URL, which is the same URL used for uploading.
• HTTP method: DELETE
• URL path: /api/objects/deposit/DEPOSIT_ID/files/FILE_NAME
• Required parameters: token
• Status code on success: 204
• Returns: no content
Command:
curl -X DELETE "https://$SDR_HOST/api/objects/$NAMESPACE/$DEPOSIT_ID/files/
$FILE_NAME?token=$TOKEN"

15.3.4 List files of deposit
List the files uploaded into a deposit object.
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• HTTP method: GET
• URL path: /api/objects/NAMESPACE/OBJECT_ID/files
• Required parameters: token
• Status code on success: 200
• Returns: information about all the files in the deposit object
• Notes: the access token is only required if the deposit is in draft state.
Command:
curl "https://$SDR_HOST/api/objects/$NAMESPACE/$OBJECT_ID/files?token=$TOKEN"
Returns:
[
{
"name": "data.txt",
"url": "https://$SDR_HOST/deposit/f3b7fc8498cf5a17/files/data.txt",
"external": false,
"size": 691,
"mimetype": "text/plain",
"md5": "341fb1bc1d92d82d1a79d9f4d80f649b",
"epicpid": "21.T12996/ec16cef9-ff29-a39e-45da-40e1338fc4c3"
},
{
"name": "data2.txt",
"url": "https://$SDR_HOST/deposit/f3b7fc8498cf5a17/files/data2.txt",
"external": false,
"size": 691,
"mimetype": "text/plain",
"md5": "341fb1bc1d92d82d1a79d9f4d80f649b",
"epicpid": "21.T12996/db9d92a9-bde1-bc96-432f-1fc65b8c2f0e"
},
{
"name": "data2.txt2",
"url": "https://$SDR_HOST/deposit/f3b7fc8498cf5a17/files/data2.txt2",
"external": false,
"size": 691,
"mimetype": "text/plain",
"md5": "341fb1bc1d92d82d1a79d9f4d80f649b",
"epicpid": "21.T12996/59239fbb-9238-b975-49c4-4187feed59b2"
}
]

15.3.5 Update draft deposit metadata
This action updates the draft deposit with new information.
• HTTP method: PATCH
• URL path: /api/objects/deposit/DEPOSIT_ID
• Required parameters: token
• Payload data: the metadata for the draft deposit to be updated, in the JSON Patch format (see [jsonpatch.com](https://jsonpatch.com))
• Status code on success: 200
15.3. Object management
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• Returns: the updated metadata of the draft deposit.
• Notes: The JSON Patch format contains one or more JSONPath strings. The root of these paths are the metadata
object, as this is the only mutable object. For instance, to update the title field of the deposit, use this JSONPath:
‘/title’. To update a field in a community or collection metadata schema, use the ‘/community/<field>’ or
‘/collection/<field>’ paths respectively.
Example 1
The following example adds two values to the metadata field keywords of an existing draft deposit.
Command:
curl -X PATCH -H 'Content-Type:application/json-patch+json' -d '[{"op":
"add", "path":"/creator", "value": ["Creator #1"]}]' "https://$SDR_HOST/api/
objects/$NAMESPACE/$OBJECT_ID?token=$TOKEN"
Returns:
{
"$schema": "https://$SDR_HOST/static/schemas/object-metadata",
"id": "bd387af9afe48d0a",
"created": "2021-03-10T20:05:43.250000Z",
"updated": "2021-03-10T20:12:15.939000Z",
"properties": {
"namespace": "deposit",
"pid": "deposit:bd387af9afe48d0a",
"type": "deposit",
"state": "draft",
"sharelevel": "open",
"owner": "user:86"
},
"links": {
"self": "https://$SDR_HOST/api/objects/deposit/bd387af9afe48d0a",
"landing": "https://$SDR_HOST/deposit/bd387af9afe48d0a",
"relationships": {
"community": "https://$SDR_HOST/api/objects/community/surf"
}
},
"metadata": {
"base": {
"$schema": "https://$SDR_HOST/api/objects/schema/dublin",
"title": "My data deposit",
"creator": [
"Creator #1"
],
"rights": [
"info:eu-repo/semantics/openAccess"
]
}
}
}

Example 2
This example replaces the value of the title of a deposit. This requires a JSONPath /title with operation replace
as we are updating an existing value of a multivalued field.
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Command:
curl -X PATCH -H 'Content-Type:application/json-patch+json' -d '[{"op":
"replace", "path":"/title", "value": ["New title"]}]' "https://$SDR_HOST/
api/objects/$NAMESPACE/$DEPOSIT_ID?token=$TOKEN"
Returns:
{
"$schema": "https://$SDR_HOST/static/schemas/object-metadata",
"id": "bd387af9afe48d0a",
"created": "2021-03-10T20:05:43.250000Z",
"updated": "2021-03-10T20:14:11.996000Z",
"properties": {
"namespace": "deposit",
"pid": "deposit:bd387af9afe48d0a",
"type": "deposit",
"state": "draft",
"sharelevel": "open",
"owner": "user:86"
},
"links": {
"self": "https://$SDR_HOST/api/objects/deposit/bd387af9afe48d0a",
"landing": "https://$SDR_HOST/deposit/bd387af9afe48d0a",
"relationships": {
"community": "https://$SDR_HOST/api/objects/community/surf"
}
},
"metadata": {
"base": {
"$schema": "https://$SDR_HOST/api/objects/schema/dublin",
"title": "New title",
"creator": [
"Creator #1"
],
"rights": [
"info:eu-repo/semantics/openAccess"
]
}
}
}

Example 3
The next example updates the community-specific metadata fields field_1 and field_2 of an existing draft deposit of community with identifier community:surf. Note that in order to update a community-specific field, the
JSONPath /community/FIELD_NAME is required.
Command:
curl -X POST -H "Content-Type:application/json-patch+json" -d '[{"op": "add",
"path": "/community/field_1", "value": "value_1"}, {"op": "add", "path":
"/community/field_2", "value": "value_2"}]' "https://$SDR_HOST/api/objects/
$NAMESPACE/$DEPOSIT_ID?token=$TOKEN"
Returns:
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{
"$schema": "https://$SDR_HOST/static/schemas/object-metadata",
"id": "bd387af9afe48d0a",
"created": "2021-03-10T20:05:43.250000Z",
"updated": "2021-03-10T20:14:11.996000Z",
"properties": {
"namespace": "deposit",
"pid": "deposit:bd387af9afe48d0a",
"type": "deposit",
"state": "draft",
"sharelevel": "open",
"owner": "user:86"
},
"links": {
"self": "https://$SDR_HOST/api/objects/deposit/bd387af9afe48d0a",
"landing": "https://$SDR_HOST/deposit/bd387af9afe48d0a",
"relationships": {
"community": "https://$SDR_HOST/api/objects/community/surf"
}
},
"metadata": {
"base": {
"$schema": "https://$SDR_HOST/api/objects/schema/dublin",
"title": "New title",
"creator": [
"Creator #1"
],
"rights": [
"info:eu-repo/semantics/openAccess"
]
},
"community": {
"field_1": "value_1",
"field_2": "value_2"
}
}
}

Common errors
On JSON Patch operation error:

TBD
One of the JSON Patch operations is invalid.
On JSON Patch content type error:

TBD
The supplied content type header value is invalid.
On metadata validation error:
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TBD
The supplied value for the metadata field is invalid.

15.3.6 Add externally referenced files to draft deposit
To add files that are located outside of Data Repository, a reference to that file can be added to a draft deposit object
by defining a list of external references that include a file name and the corresponding EPIC PID. External references
are added as normal metadata using a JSON Patch and can only be added during the draft stage.
• HTTP method: POST
• URL path: /api/objects/NAMESPACE/DEPOSIT_ID/files
• Required parameters: token
• Payload data: the list of external references provided as JSON.
• Status code on success: 200
• Returns: informations about the updated metadata of the draft deposit
• Notes: you must provide the external references using EPIC PIDs and therefore you need to be able to register
new PIDs with an EPIC PID hosting institute using a registered prefix. It is possible to get a prefix through
SURF, send an email through helpdesk@surfsara.nl or use the service desk.
Command:
curl -X PATCH -H 'Accept:application/json-patch+json' -d '' "https://
$SDR_HOST/api/objects/$NAMESPACE/$DEPOSIT_ID/files?token=$TOKEN"

15.3.7 Submit draft deposit for publication
This action marks the draft deposit as complete and submits it for publication. Please be advised that publishing the
draft will make its files immutable.
Depending on the community and collection attached metadata schemas, specific metadata fields could be required
in order to successfully publish a deposit. In case one of the required fields is missing the request fails and an error
message is returned with further details.
• HTTP method: POST
• URL path: /api/objects/NAMESPACE/DEPOSIT_ID/submit
• Required parameters: token
• Payload data: None
• Status code on success: 200
• Notes: this request is essentially a metadata update request as described above.
Command:
curl -X POST "https://$SDR_HOST/api/objects/$NAMESPACE/$DEPOSIT_ID/submit?
token=$TOKEN"
Returns:
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{
"$schema": "https://$SDR_HOST/static/schemas/object-metadata",
"id": "f3b7fc8498cf5a17",
"created": "2021-03-05T15:25:24.331000Z",
"updated": "2021-03-05T17:21:57.448000Z",
"properties": {
"namespace": "deposit",
"pid": "deposit:f3b7fc8498cf5a17",
"epicpid": "21.T12996/1dd4137e-e262-83db-4f10-a27054c41fa6",
"doi": "10.21945/SURF-image.1f9b3206-f3b7fc8498cf5a17",
"type": "deposit",
"state": "published",
"sharelevel": "open",
"owner": "user:86"
},
"files": [
{
"name": "data.txt",
"url": "https://$SDR_HOST/deposit/f3b7fc8498cf5a17/files/data.txt",
"external": false,
"size": 691,
"mimetype": "text/plain",
"md5": "341fb1bc1d92d82d1a79d9f4d80f649b",
"epicpid": "21.T12996/ec16cef9-ff29-a39e-45da-40e1338fc4c3"
},
{
"name": "data2.txt",
"url": "https://$SDR_HOST/deposit/f3b7fc8498cf5a17/files/data2.txt",
"external": false,
"size": 691,
"mimetype": "text/plain",
"md5": "341fb1bc1d92d82d1a79d9f4d80f649b",
"epicpid": "21.T12996/db9d92a9-bde1-bc96-432f-1fc65b8c2f0e"
},
{
"name": "data3.txt",
"url": "https://$SDR_HOST/deposit/f3b7fc8498cf5a17/files/data2.txt2",
"external": false,
"size": 691,
"mimetype": "text/plain",
"md5": "341fb1bc1d92d82d1a79d9f4d80f649b",
"epicpid": "21.T12996/59239fbb-9238-b975-49c4-4187feed59b2"
}
],
"links": {
"self": "https://$SDR_HOST/api/objects/deposit/f3b7fc8498cf5a17",
"landing": "https://$SDR_HOST/deposit/f3b7fc8498cf5a17",
"relationships": {
"community": "https://$SDR_HOST/api/objects/community/surf"
},
"files": "https://$SDR_HOST/api/objects/deposit/f3b7fc8498cf5a17/files"
},
"metadata": {
"base": {
"$schema": "https://$SDR_HOST/api/objects/schema/dublin",
"title": "Test API",
"creator": [
(continues on next page)
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"Test creator",
"Test unique"
],
"description": "Test description",
"type": "Dataset",
"subject": [
"Test",
"REST API"
],
"rights": [
{
"name": "Public Domain (PD)"
},
"info:eu-repo/semantics/openAccess"
],
"date": "2021-01-01"
}
}
}

15.3.8 Update published deposit metadata
This request updates the metadata of an already published deposit without creating a new version.
• HTTP method: PATCH
• URL path: /api/objects/deposit/DEPOSIT_ID
• Required parameters: token
• Payload data: the metadata for the published deposit object to be updated, in the JSON Patch format (see
http://jsonpatch.com/)
• Status code on success: 200
• Notes: The JSON Patch format contains one or more JSONPath strings. The root of these paths are the metadata
object, as this is the only mutable object. For instance, to update the title field of the deposit, use this JSONPath:
/titles/title
See the Update draft deposit metadata request for examples.

15.3.9 Get specific deposit file
Download a file FILENAME of the deposit specified by NAMESPACE and DEPOSIT_ID. This will succeed if the file
is valid and online.
• HTTP method: GET
• URL path: /api/objects/NAMESPACE/DEPOSIT_ID/files/FILENAME
• Optional parameters: token
• Status code on success: 200
• Notes: the access token is only required when a deposit is in draft state.
Command:
curl "https://$SDR_HOST/api/objects/deposit/c800a32839fa47d9/files/data.txt"
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15.3.10 Get status of specific deposit file
Get the status of a file on index ID in the file list of the deposit specified by NAMESPACE and DEPOSIT_ID. This
will succeed if the file is valid.
• HTTP method: GET
• URL path: /api/objects/NAMESPACE/DEPOSIT_ID/status/ID
• Optional parameters: token
• Status code on success: 200
• Notes:
– The access token is only required when a deposit is in draft state.
– You can find the index of a file by listing the files of a deposit using the request List files of deposit.
Command:
curl "https://$SDR_HOST/api/objects/deposit/c800a32839fa47d9/status/0"

15.3.11 Stage specific deposit file
Stage the file on index ID in the file list of the deposit specified by NAMESPACE and DEPOSIT_ID. This will succeed
if the file is valid and offline.
• HTTP method: GET
• URL path: /api/objects/NAMESPACE/DEPOSIT_ID/stage/ID
• Optional parameters: token
• Status code on success: 200
• Notes:
– The access token is only required when a deposit is in draft state.
– You can find the index of a file by listing the files of a deposit using the request List files of deposit.
Command:
curl "https://$SDR_HOST/api/objects/deposit/c800a32839fa47d9/stage/0"

15.4 Other requests
The following requests are the remaining requests possible in Data Repository. Click on a title to show details.

15.4.1 Delete draft object
Delete a draft object.
• HTTP method: DELETE
• URL path: /api/objects/NAMESPACE/OBJECT_ID
• Required parameters: token
• Status code on success: 204
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• Returns: no contents.
• Notes: you can only delete draft objects that you own, not published objects.
Command:
curl -X DELETE "https://$SDR_HOST/api/objects/$NAMESPACE/$OBJECT_ID?
token=$TOKEN"

15.4.2 Delete published object
Delete a published object, either a collection or deposit. This can only be done by a site administrator.
• HTTP method: DELETE
• URL path: /api/objects/NAMESPACE/OBJECT_ID
• Required parameters: token
• Status code on success: 204
• Returns: no contents.
• Notes: only a site administrator can delete a published object.
Command:
curl -X DELETE "https://$SDR_HOST/api/objects/NAMESPACE/$OBJECT_ID/?
token=$TOKEN"

15.4. Other requests
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CHAPTER

16

Appendix

This page provides several terms with their descriptions used in data publication.

16.1 Open data
Simply making data available - providing access - is often not enough to be allowed to reuse data. The data has to be
available in a format and under a license that allows reuse.
A piece of data or content is open if anyone is free to use, reuse, and redistribute it — subject only, at most, to the
requirement to attribute and/or share-alike ([more info](http://okfn.org/opendata)).
All publications made in the Data Repository include a license that specifies what a data consumer can or can’t do
with the data. By downloading data from the service, the user agrees to comply with these terms.

16.2 Data provenance
Data provenance is providing a historical record of the data and its origins. It refers to the process of tracing and
recording the origins of data and its movement between databases ([more info](http://db.cis.upenn.edu/DL/fsttcs.pdf)).

16.3 EPIC PIDs
A unique and persistent code that is coupled to a digital object. With this code, the object can be identified even when
the object is moved to a different location.

16.4 Digital object identifier (DOI)
The digital object identifier (DOI) is a unique and stable (or persistent) identifier that ensures that a digital object
can be permanently found by any researcher, regardless of changes in the URL where the object is found. A central
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registry ensures that the user of a DOI will be referred to its current location ([DataCite](http://www.datacite.org)).
All objects stored in the Data Repository will automatically receive a DOI upon publishing. See also ‘Persistent
identifiers’.

16.5 Certification
An archive holding the [CoreTrustSeal certification](http://www.coretrustseal.org) complies with requirements ensuring that in the future, research data can still be processed in a high-quality and reliable manner.
The Data Repository aims to be certified with this certification (on a to be determined level) to guarantee a researcher
that its data publication is securely stored and remains accessible now and in the future.

16.6 Linked data
A term used to describe a recommended best practice for exposing, sharing, and connecting pieces of data, information
and knowledge on the Semantic Web using RDF. Linked data refers to data published on the web in such a way that it
is machine-readable, that its meaning is explicitly defined, that it is linked to other external data sets, and that in turn
it can be linked to from external data sets ( [more info](http://linkeddata.org)).
Need help?
Do you need help with the use of the Data Repository or this user documentation? We are more than willing to
assist! Just contact us at helpdesk@surfsara.nl.
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